


Although the procedure for such direcons is not specified, 
it is likely that evidence would be required as to how the land 
value captured would be applied for the public benefit. 
Contrary to what the consultaon states, it is hard to see how 
landowners caught by such a direcon could possibly remain 
entled to a “fair price for their land” in circumstances when 
the compensaon received would be less than market value.the compensaon received would be less than market value.

Aside from the inherent unfairness of these proposals and 
unresolved quesons as to whether such measures are 
compable with the European Convenon on Human Rights, 
in pracce, they are likely to be lile used by acquiring authories. First, to obtain a direcon, disclosure of 
commercially sensive financial informaon such as viability calculaons and property cost esmates is likely 
to be required, which no acquiring authority in its right mind would agree to doing.

Second, if disclosed, they would be opening themselves up to viability based objecons at inquiry, risking the 
consenng stage.

Third, the proposals risk creang a damaging and unfair two-er land market. Land facing the prospect of 
CPO and such direcons would see values depressed in the knowledge that land may be acquired at or close CPO and such direcons would see values depressed in the knowledge that land may be acquired at or close 
to EUV, whereas land capable of development where there was no risk, or only a very limited risk, of CPO 
would connue to trade at full development values.

Fourth, the consequences of direcons are such that any requests for a direcon are likely to be mired by 
objecons and legal challenges significantly increasing the costs and delay in promong CPOs.

Make your voices heard
Given the very significant implicaons of these proposals and the apparent intenon to introduce these 
measures as late-stage amendments to the LURB, thereby reducing the opportunity for parliamentary measures as late-stage amendments to the LURB, thereby reducing the opportunity for parliamentary 
scruny, all stakeholders of whatever persuasion are encouraged to acvely engage and respond to the 
consultaon before it closes on 19 July. Go to: 
hps://www.gov.uk/government/ consultaons/compulsory-purchase-compensaon-reforms-consultaon/
compulsory-purchase-compensaon-reforms-consultaon
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